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Symphony No.8 in B minor Unfinished, D.759
BੜꗙᒫكԻ段ใ̽๚ਠ౮̾D.759

Franz SchuberW ဩ葦艌zᛥᇙ��1797-1828)

I. Allegro moderato Ӿଽጱ盠
II. Andante con motoํ㵕ꔍጱᤈ

Intermission Ӿ䁰ջ௳
�

Symphony No. 1 in D major Titan
Dय़ꗙᒫӞԻ段ใ̽癨Ո̾

Gustav Mahlerݘේ璼ॢz泷ۦ �1860-1911)

I. Langsam, schleppend娓眸瞫皤瑿
II. Kräftig bewegt, doch nicht zu schnell绐ਧڹ蝱瑿牧֕犋ॡ盠

III. Feierlich und gemessen, ohne zu schleppen艾瑥伛嘦牏犋瞫皤瑿
IV. Stürmisch bewegtู觓襁膢悳㵕瑿

Programme ℄ፓ



Symphony No. 1 in D major Titan 
Dय़ꗙᒫӞԻ段ใ̽ 癨Ո̾

Franz Gustav Mahler ݘේ璼ॢz泷(1911-1860) ۦ 

I. Langsam, schleppend娓眸瞫皤瑿 
II. Kräftig bewegt, doch nicht zu schnell 绐ਧڹ蝱瑿牧֕ 犋ॡ盠
III. Feierlich und gemessen, ohne zu schleppen艾瑥伛嘦牏犋瞫皤瑿 
IV. Stürmisch bewegt ู觓襁膢悳㵕瑿

Gustav Mahler’s works are the 
most popular on today’s concert 
repertoire. However, in Mahler’s 
time, his works were not well 
received by the audience and 
critics. Hans von Bülow once 
commented on Mahler’s work, 
“made Tristan und Isolde sounds 
to me like a Haydn Symphony.” 
Despite all these, Mahler 
was very well accepted as a 
conductor; he was appointed as 
conductor of a theatre in Leibach 
at the age of 21, and soon 
appointed as chorus-master at 
the Karl Theatre in Vienna.

In 1884, when Mahler was 24, 
he started to compose his first 
symphony. At the beginning, it 
was not planned to be a four-
movements symphony as we 
know today, but a symphonic 
poem in two parts with 
five movements, all with a 
programmatic subtitle. Mahler 
only named it as Titan in 1894 
when it was premiered in Weimar. 
Two years later, at its premiere 
in Berlin, Mahler deleted a whole 
movement and all the subtitles. 

Das Orchester, 1935
Max Mopp Oppenheimer (1885-1954)



A direct explanation for the 
removal of the programmatic 
subtitles is given by Mahler in a 
letter he wrote to Max Marschalk 
in 1896: “Originally, my friends 
persuaded me to supply a kind 
of program, in order to facilitate 
the understanding of the D 
major [Symphony]. Thus, I had 
subsequently invented this title 
and explanations. That I omitted 
them this time was caused not only 
by the fact that I consider them 
inadequate, but also because I 
found out how the public has been 
misled by them.” In fact, Mahler 
gave the piece the title Titan after 
the novel by Jean Paul, although 
Mahler specified that the piece was 
not in any way “about” the book.

Worth mentioning is, the 
Symphony No. 1 has shared a lot of 
melodies form Mahler’s previous 
work Lieder Eines Fahrenden 
Gesellen – Songs of Wayfarer. For 
instance, the theme initiated by 
the cello in the first movement is 
come from the second movement 
of Lieder Eines Fahrenden Gesellen 
“Ging Heut’ Morgen Übers Feld”. 

From the lyrics, one can feel 
Mahler’s yearning for the nature: 

Ging heut’ Morgen über’s Feld,
Tau noch auf den Gräsern hing;
Sprach zu mir der lust’ge Fink:
“Ei du! Gelt? Guten Morgen! Ei gelt?
Du! Wird’s nicht eine schöne Welt?
Zink! Zink! Schön und flink!
Wie mir doch die Welt gefällt!

I walked across the fields this 
morning;
dew still hung on every blade of 
grass.
The merry finch spoke to me:
“Hey! Isn’t it? Good morning! Isn’t it?
You! Isn’t it becoming a fine world?
Chirp! Chirp! Fair and sharp!
How the world delights me!”

The two works share not only the 
melodies, but also the spirit, they 
both reflect Mahler’s experience 
in his early life.

The Symphony No.1 expresses 
Mahler’s passion in the nature, 

also his longing for the better 
future. The Titan wakes up at the 
grand finale and marching bravely 
toward the unknown world.

泷ۦጱ֢ߝฎ匍犡ᶪ䰐괡Ӥଉ憎ጱ
ใፓ牐֕泷ࣁۦӮ䦒牧薪唰䰐戺
疑㮉㪔犋ॡࡅ稭犢ጱ֢ߝ牐吚դ茐
物ߝጱ֢ۦ瞲䠁ꕤ嬄괟ইྌ戺㰷泷ݷ
̿蝡অ猟ฎአၹꘕጱԻ段ใ觓໒㬵
ᄍॵ苉໒羳ጱ̽ ઽේꖮնᔱ盓̾
Ӟ䰬牐̀ 㱑ᓕইྌ牧泷ۦጱ瞲䠁苉
㶴ฎᤩ唰Ոಅᙗਧጱ牧犢犥ԫ܈Ӟ
䵇ԏ请砾犨蚅૬ߢ૱缏稧玀ᴺጱ瞲
䠁牧㬵݈ᤩ甛犨姘犖羳ܜ凟玀ᴺ
ጱ嬝य़ݳڥ괎㿁瞲䠁ᒵ肬率牐

Ӟࢥككଙ牧ԫࢥ܈䵇ጱ泷ۦ㵕執
䌃֢̽ᒫӞԻ段ใ̾牐ใࣁ吚䦒
㪔๚ᤩ圸傶̽ᒫӞԻ段ใ̾牧ᘒฎ
ӞḒړ傶獋蟂ړ牏ኧԲ䰐ᒍ䯤౮ጱ
Ի段扎牐ྌ橎֢ࣁߝӞكԜࢥଙꔣ
諎博Ḓᄍ䦒牧泷ۦ䌔獊ใݷ傶
̿癨Ո̀牐ꕍᘒ獋ଙࣁຣጱᄍ
䌔ಅํ䰤氂犥ٌ݊ӾӞ㮆ۦ泷҅ڊ
䰐ᒍ᮷㳫ᴻധ牐

泷ۦ괟ࣁ괝מӤک䌔䰤氂獊괚㳫
ᴻጱܻࢩ物̿吚ڡ懪缏䰤氂ฎ傶ԧ
虏薪唰ๅฃቘ薹䰐ใ獉牐㬵౯
咳匍蝡Զ䰤氂૪犋ॡ襑ᥝ牧ݶ䦒傶
ԧ螨ع薪唰藮괡牧౯究ਧਙ㮉᮷

㳫ᴻധ牐̀Ԫ䋿Ӥ牧̿癨Ո̀蝡㮆
䰤氂ฎ㬵ᛔ泷ۦ㮆Ոፘ吚ࡅ稭ጱӞ
ੜ抋牐ੜ抋ᴻԧ矟䌃ԆՈلጱՈ
ኞ妿稲牧磧奰螈ک㾼笕Ո໒ጱ螂纷
क़牧ٌӾ阑褲萢ԧ䌘吚䦒䋠ୋ麁
ጱ瞙ڣ牏䌘ॠԆ嬝ጱݍಯమ牐

꧊괔Ӟጱฎ牧̽ᒫӞԻ段ใ̾
泷ڹضۦਠ౮ጱ肨䰐稧ใᵞ̽ꔷ窚
ᶆଙԏ稧̾ํ茐覍ଉय़ጱ肥媒牐
̽ᒫӞԻ段ใ̾Ӿํ犋靦䰐ݙ緡ฎ
ꕭ矑አᛔ̽ꔷ窚ᶆଙԏ稧̾牧ֺ
ইḒ䰐ᒍӾኧय़紧ḒضॵڊጱԆ
氂疰ฎ㬵ᛔ̽ꔷ窚ᶆଙԏ稧̾ጱᒫ
ԫ䰐ᒍ̿犡碽౯蚎螂ኦ瑼̀牐౯㮉
ℂ̽ꔷ窚ᶆଙԏ稧̾ጱ稧扃Ӿ疰ꖥ
眤کݑ泷ۦ䌘ꔣᛔꕍጱ㽷ஃ物̿犡
碽౯蚎螂ኦ瑼牧艟ӤՖ䟑茐襷牐
澆㱾ష盠瑿䌘౯抋物́ࡣ牦ਞ牦
֦ࠡ牦蝡犋ฎ㮆聅অӮኴ㻟牫ޑ
牦碪聅݈ኞ秚ۡۡࠡ牦ޑޑ牦ޑ
蝡Ӯኴֵ౯ग़ష盠牦͂̀ᴻԧᶪ
䰐牧獋Ḓ䰐ใጱᔜᐟ阑ฎፘ橕肥
ጱ牧ਙ㮉ஂྌ᮷ے獈ԧ泷ࣁۦ眤ఘ
ኞၚӤಅ妿稲ጱ괔०牐

̽ᒫӞԻ段ใ̾ړش瑿蔭匍ڊ泷ۦ
䌘ᛔꕍጱ公䙄牧֕ݶ䦒阑۱珀茐ଙ
斕泷ۦ䌘ꔣ๚㬵ጱ㽷ஃ牐ᄯჍጱ奾
ੲ疰猟ฎ癨Ոℂဃ縌Ӿ蠣㬵牧๖陟
๚ᎣጱӮኴ篷綗瑿ྍڹ蝱牐
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